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Abstract
Mobile Agent Systems is a new technology it was developed for the communication
between different mobile devices they have some good features but security remains
the major problem in all Mobile Agent Systems for research point of view.
In mobile based Communication System, there were many problems in
network like low bandwidth, slow data rate, data are not secure (because signals being
available in open). The subject communication runs into cyber security problems.
Our main objective is to provide a highly secure environment that is simple to use and
deploy. So that in this project we will use agent base communication which is more
effective in mobile communication and improve security for obtaining the goal. We
create a new security protocol (that work on like data and code encryption, digital
signature) and secure protocol architecture for the mobile communication. In this
proposed system Aglets and Java are used as a language tools. In our application we
will create a mobile agent which has the ability to find out the contact number for a
given person in network using security protocols (which will be designed by us)
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Today there are so many network technologies using which we can connect
computers with each other and spreading information all over the world. For this
purpose we can use various distributed computer resources through the computer
networks like [1]
 Mobile Client – Fixed Server Model (MC- FA Model)
 Mobile Client – Fixed Agent – Fixed Server Model (MC-FA-FS Model)
 Mobile Clients with Agent- Fixed Server with Agent Model (MCA-FSA
Model)
 Peer – Peer Model (P-P Model)
 Mobile Client – Mobile Agent – Fixed Server Model (MC-MA-FS Model)

However, when any user wants to use these resources he must understand the location
of distributed resources, predict their current statuses and select some suitable
resources. Last one MC- MA- FS model (Mobile Agent) technologies are getting
popular as means of an efficient way to access the remote resources on computer
networks [1]. Mobile agents, in these technologies are processes that migrate from a
node to node in the network autonomously to achieve result for user. The mobile
agent provides the result to the user thought the migration of mobile agent system
without any knowledge of network environment [2, 15].
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1.2 Problem Definition
Today in communication fields research is basically based on the means to
provide mobility. If we try to implement mobility then we need modifications in
hardware as well as software in existing system. For solving the software problems, a
new model is generated, mobile agent based communication system, but this system
has still some problems.
In mobile agent based communication system there are many problems in
networks like low bandwidth, slow data rate and data’s are not secure because signals
being available in open[4, 11].

1.3 Mobile Agent
Mobile Agent is a kind of program that migrates form one host to another in a
distributed network mobile agent has many advantages over existing distributed
techniques like resource utilization, reduced network traffic etc. As mentioned in [16,
29] there are following features of a mobile agent.

Features of Mobile Agent
Mobility – With the help of mobility feature mobile agent migrate
between node to node, communication processes can be performed in a
wireless as well as a fixed network.

Autonomy – In autonomy, mobile agent executes autonomously on the
behalf of the some other process.

Communication – Mobile agent has the ability to communicate with
another mobile agent, servers (i.e. either mobile or fixed) and other
clients.
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Learning – One of the most exciting features of mobile agent is its
learning ability i.e. it changes the behavior according to its past
experience.

Interoperability – Mobile agents have property to operate on different
platform or over different clients and adapt to changes in the
environment.

Persistence – mobile agent has no need to establish continuous
connection for execution of programs i.e. it deals with disconnected
operations.

1.4 Benefits of Mobile Agents
When to use Mobile Agents?
Mobile Client – Mobile Agent – Fixed Server Model (MC-MA-FS Model)
A mobile agent is a program or object that migrates from node to node
according to the program’s objective. At each node, program i.e. mobile agent
checks the availability of the resources that he wants. If the resources are
available then mobile agent executes the task and then returns back and if
resources are not available then simply go to next node or terminates. In this
model if a client wants any information form server, client use to generate
request and give the detail information about that which it wants. Then mobile
agent takes information from client and move to server host. Mobile agent
runs on behalf of client to give request to server host and take response of the
request and get back to the client. Mean while the client is free for other work
or movement because it is the responsibility of mobile agent to take and give
information between client and server.
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Normally, there are multiple agents running and performing different
tasks on the same platform. In this multi-agent system some agents have same
property and some have different types. The Mobile Client – Mobile Agent Fixed Server is the best model in distributed system in wireless and mobile
computing environment Mobile agent has ability to run over thin and think
client [1, 3].
As discussed in [1] there would be following advantages and
disadvantages of Mobile Client- Mobile Agent - Fixed Server model in
wireless and mobile computing environment.

Advantages
 MC- MA- FS model has ability to deal with disconnection operation;
when mobile agent is executed at host server then that time there is no
need for network connection because agent has all information that is
related for execution.
 In this model mobile agent optimizes data and services between client
and server.
 This model is also applicable on thin client because mobile agent has
property to run on thin as well as think client.
 With the help of mobile client we can also manage the problem of
weak connectivity.
 Mobile agent works on both i.e. wireless and wired network so there is
no need to worry about fixed network connections.
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 Mobile clients used to communicate each other directly with the help
of wireless networks.
 In this model mobile agent migrates to find resources in the network.

Disadvantages
 MC- MA-FS model is a very sophisticated model.
 There is need to manage the location of the agent.
 In this model a possible security thread is required.

1.5 Security Requirements
A mobile agent system has the following four security requirements [4]
a) Confidentiality
b) Integrity
c) Availability
d) Accountability

1.5.1 Confidentiality
Confidentiality says that the private data of a mobile agent is stored in
agent program or on a platform which must be confidential i.e. reading and
writing operation will not be performed on it without the authority. We must
secure our data from snooper because they can change the data by new fake
agent, thereby they can read confidential information. The mobile agent
framework insures that there local and remote communication is confidential.
Snooping is performed by external entity that creates fake information for own
profit for example, the objective of a mobile agent is to collect the information
of air ticket. For this purpose a mobile agent moves different airbus service
provider and find out various information like time of airbus and rate of the
ticket. Any one of the airbus create a malicious agent that can change the
information of the mobile agent like altering the charges of the cheapest airbus
for own profit.
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Mobile agent uses the proxy technology by which mobile host hides its
own location on a particular platform whenever it is required.
All the information of mobile agent’s activities at the platform is stored
in the audit logs so it must be confidential and protected form others. Different
security domains have different operations on audit logs, sometimes they
exchange there information for checking there past history.

1.5.2. Integrity
In mobile agent based communication system security depends on the
integrity of the local and remote agent’s operation. In mobile agent based
system we ensure that the data, state and code of the mobile platform or agent
must be modified by only authorized agent. Mobile agent can not restrict
malicious agent or platform to change the state code or data but only detect
these changes; however some times it is difficult to detect these modifications
In mobile agent system there must be some access control mechanism
that provides restriction for unauthorized users. For these restrictions number
of research is still going on. In this case we can also check that security
mechanisms, performance and development cost, all must be in favor of
mobile agent attribute.
Malicious host and agent are trying to crack the integrity of the system
by exchanging the content of intra or inter platform messages. Reusing an old
message, deleting the message, and changing the source and destination
address all these types of attacks are goal oriented. Agent platforms rely on
lower-level protocols to ensure the integrity of the agent communication [4].
Like in case of TCP/IP when any error occurs then communication stack
resend that data to ensure the communication integrity.

1.5.3 Accountability
All the process of mobile agent system viz. user, process host and
agent must be accountable for their action and they must be uniquely
identified, authenticated and audited. An event that is relevant to security is
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stored in platform security policy and they have a defined information agent
name, time of event, security event success and failure of the event.

1.5.4 Availability
One of the A mobile agent system also requires availability, i.e. mobile
host must be ensuring that the data and services both are available at remote
and local agent. Mobile host must be able to detect problems, these problems
are in either in software or in hardware they can also recover data, manage
deadlock when problem occurred
In mobile communication, the agent platform must support easy ease
of use of data and various services at both remote and local agents. The
following are features of mobile platform concurrency control, concurrent
access control, deadlock management, and restricted access. Shared data must
be available in a usable form, capacity must be available
The mobile host are able to process multiple agent (provide
information that he want dispatch agent, destroy agent and so on). In some
mobile agent system some agent have to responsibility to maintain the
network and provide recovery if any problem occurred
The agent platform is capable to handle huge number of requests of
users and remote agents or risk creating an accidental denial of service. In case
platform is overloaded or cannot entertain any processing or communication
load then platform must generate notification to the agent to indicate that each
can not provide expected quality of services to the requesting agents.
There is a need of control mechanism of platform and proper
monitoring of available resources to protect them from denial of services
attack. A denial of service can attack indirectly on the various agents running
on platform and available resources of the platform. Many organization are
involved in the process of hosting of an agents, denial of service attack can be
a harmful for multiple agents running on same platform or organization.
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Chapter 2
Background Study
2.1 Introduction to Mobile Agent:Mobile agent is a new technology that makes it much easier to design,
implement and maintain distributed system. Mobile agents are capable to decrease
network traffic load and supports functions to overcome network latency. To satisfy
the user need Mobile agent can implement highly robust and fault-tolerant system [9,
11].

2.1.1 Agent Definition
A mobile agent is a program functions on behalf of a user in a
distributed environment, and is able of migrate independently from one node
to other to accomplish the assigned task of user [10, 15].

Mobile agent = agent + mobility
Mobile agent is the combination of Software agent technology and Distributed
computing technology. Mobile agents are different from Remote Procedure
Call (RPC) i.e. because mobile agents can move continuously from one host to
another host and travels based on its own needs and choices. Mobile agents are
unlike the common process migration, because the common process migration
system can not decide where to go and when to go by itself. However, mobile
agents can migrate to any where at any time. Mobile agents are different from
Java Applets, since applets can travel only one way from server to client,
while mobile agents can move in between the client and the server bidirectionally.[15]
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2.1.2 Advantages of Mobile Agent
Following are the advantages, that provide by the mobile agent
architecture is better than other distributed architecture [12, 15, 16, 29].

1 They reduce the network load:In a distributed system, for completing a task there are
multiples number of times information will moves form one node to
another node. This is especially true when security measures are
enabled. So that the result is a lot of network traffic and size of data
will increase because, security thread will add every time when data is
sanded. Mobile agents allow us to dispatch all information of the task
at a time when agent arrives at destination host the interactions can
take place locally rather than transferred over the network. So that
Mobile agents are also for removing the raw information (like security
thread that is added every time when information migrates) in the
network. The objective of mobile agent bases communication is: move
the computations to the data rather than the data to the computations.

Application

Application

Application

Application

Figure 2
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2 They overcoming network latency
Network latency can be reduced by Mobile agent; robots are
the example of real time system which responds in real time scenario
[4]. So latencies are not acceptable. A mobile agent provides a solution;
mobile agent dispatched all information stored on it and at the
destination mobile agent act as controller so the all information’s are
directly access form mobile agent.

Application
Node

Agent Migrates

Application
Node

Service
Provider Node

Service
Provider Node
Disconnect

Application
Node

3 They encapsulates

Reconnect and Come

Service
Provider Node

Figure 3

3 they encapsulate protocols
In mobile agent system each host have own information and
function by which the mobile agent that will migrate and execute.
Mobile agent have both data as well as code this technology is known
as encapsulation and to provide the security on this have some rules
known as protocol. The interpretation of incoming data and robust
coding of out going data are part of basic functioning of protocol.
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4 they execute asynchronously and autonomously
One of the most important advantages of mobile agent system
is its asynchronous and autonomous execution of agent in wireless
networks.

Some

times

mobile

devices

are

expensive

for

communication or weak network connections or slow speed for
communication but some tasks require a continuously open connection
between a mobile device and a communication network but its not
economically or technically feasible. So with the help of mobile agent
we can solve this problem, tasks embedded into mobile agents, and
then dispatched it After that ,the mobile agent independent of the
creating process and can operate asynchronously and autonomously in
this time no need establishment of network connection. After
completion of task mobile agent need to agene need to communication
network.

5 They adapt dynamically
Mobile agents sense their execution background and react
autonomously to changes if found any optimal solution. Mobile agents
have the unique feature cloning by which they distribute themselves to
the hosts in the network by this method they achieve the optimal
configuration for solving a problem [29].

6 They are naturally heterogeneous
Mobile

agent

provides

fundamental

concept

network

computing is heterogeneity in both hardware and software. Mobile
agents are generally depends on there execution environment and
independent from computer- and transport-layer.

7 They are robust and fault tolerant
As mention in fifth advantage the mobile agent adapt
dynamically, when a critical problem arrives in network, mobile agent
adapt dynamic feature and change his path and provides robust and
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fault tolerant capability. Before the shut down process all the running
agents will get warning message with time to dispatch their execution
and resume processing on another connected host [29].

2.1.3 Mobile Agent Systems
There are number’s of Mobile agent systems most of them are java
based. Some of then are introduce as follow
Aglets:- Aglet was developed by IBM Tokyo Research Lab.
Aglets (mobile agents) are java objects that execute on Aglets
Workbench (the agent platform like Tahiti server). A developer
can use the classes and methods defined in java Aglet API for
aglet creation and manipulation. The mobility of the aglet is
achieved by the sterilization and dynamic class loading
techniques of java. An aglet serializes itself and dispatches to
another Aglet Workbench, where it is loaded (executed) by the
class loader.
A security model has been defined for the Aglet. Every
aglet has an identifier, with the help of them appropriate
security policies are applied. However, the system does not
enforce the access control based on the aglet’s owner. A server
trusts the aglets if they were sent from the server in the same
domain. The servers within a trusted domain must authenticate
each other by using a MAC (Message Authentication Code).
Aglets are shielded by proxy objects which provide language
level protection as well as location transparency [15, 20]

Concordia is Java-bases mobile agent system and this is
developed by Mitsubishi Electric Information Technology
Center America. It provides a Concordia Server that executes
on the top of the Java Virtual Machine as the agent platform
Three types of protection are available in Concordia
security model: 1st protection of agent storage area 2nd
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protection of transmission of agent and 3rd protection of server
resources. In Concordia access control is managed by using
SecutiyManager in Java according to the user’s identity. The
passwords are stored in a global password file, which makes
Concordia hard to scale up, if not impossible [15, 26].

Odyssey:- The research of General Magic Inc. developed the
first commercial mobile agent system known as Tele-script
which are

based on network architecture and proprietary

language. General Magic re-implements the mobile agent in
java-based Odyssey. The above system has been implemented
the Tele-script concept in the form of java classes. The result is
a java class library that enables developers to create their own
mobile agent applications [15].

Voyager:- Voyager is a java based platform for agents to
enhanced distributed computing. Voyager supports various
objects including object for messaging capabilities and object
for movement of agents in the network. Voyager supports
various properties of java based object request brokers in
addition to mobile agent system properties. A user can create
network applications in Voyager based on various agent
development techniques it also supports distributed application
development [15, 27].

2.1.4 Mobile Agent Standardization MASIF

There are many numbers of mobile agents technology like Aglets,
AgentTCl, Odyssey etc. these all are have different architecture and
implementations. There must be a standard for mobile agent technology that
provides interoperability and system diversity.
Mobile agent system supports an interoperable interface using MASIF
(Mobile Agent System Interoperability Facility), various interfaces and
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definitions are defined in MASIF [17]. Common Object Request Broker
Architecture (CORBA) is the Object Management Group’s (OMG) languageneutral and platform independent stander for distributed object system;
MASIF uses service provided by CORBA.
There are two interface of the MASIF: MAFAgentSystem and
MAFFinder; MAFAgentSystem interface provides operation for creation,
management and transfer of agents. The interface of MAFFinder supports
many operations including location agent’s places, registration and unregistration operation and agent systems [29].

MASIF Implementation
MAFAgentSystem

MASIF Client

MAFFinder

Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA)
Figure 4

2.2 Mobile Agent Behavior

2.2.1 Creating an agent and Disposing
The place where mobile agent is created is called mobile host. There is
another agent that resides on the same mobile host. This agent can initiates the
creation process or any other agent system can initiate it. There is a need to
authenticate this process by providing authority and information that the new
agent will process. The initialization arguments for the new agent are also
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provided by the creator. As mentioned in the book [29] creation involves three
steps.
1. Instantiation and identifier assignments
2. Initialization
3. Autonomous execution
Mobile agent life is ended by disposal initialization by the agent itself
or by another agent residing in the same mobile host. An agent can also be
disposed of the system for one of the following reasons
¾ End of life time
¾ No use
¾ Security violation
¾ Shutdown
Disposing of an agent is a two step process
 Preparing for disposal:- before the disposing of the mobile
agent, agent give a chance to finalize its current task..
 Suspension of execution:- mobile agent suspends the execution.

2.2.2 Transferring an agent
Mobile agent can move around in any mobile host and this move
instruction is provided by mobile agent itself. The transferring process is
executed by dispatch process, transfer agent from its current location (origin
mobile host) and received by the particular place (destination mobile host)[29].

2.2.3 Dispatching an agent
When we want to move mobile agent from one place to another place
then it is necessary mobile agent must be able to identify its destination mobile
host. If the destination mobile host is not define then its run in default place
that is selected by the destination agent. Mobile agent system provide
information that agent want to transfer itself to the destination mobile agent.
This message is relayed via an internal API between the agent and agent
system. When the agent system receives the agent’s trip request, it should do
the following [8, 29]
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 Suspend the agent
 Serialize the agent
 Encode the serialized agent
 Transfer the agent

2.2.4 Receiving an agent
Before receiving any mobile agent, the static mobile agent determines
whether this agent is acceptable or not. For that the static mobile agent want
authentication of coming agent. After that dynamic mobile agent provides it’s
authenticated and if it is correct then they execute that dynamic mobile agent
so following steps are takes place.
 Receiving the dynamic mobile agent.
 Decode the dynamic mobile agent.
 Run the dynamic mobile agent.
 Resume execution of dynamic mobile agent.

2.2.5 Agent Class Transfer
The mobile agent cannot resume execution in the destination without
its class being present. Following are the ways to make the class available for
the destination engine [8,11, 29].
 Class at origin:- if the class is already at destination
 Class at distention
 Code on demand
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2.2.6 Communication
Agents can communicate with other agents. These other agents may be
residing within same place or in other place. Agents messaging are either peer
to peer or broadcast. In peer to peer communication mechanism only two hosts
exchange information. On the contrary broadcasting is one to many messaging
scheme. Broadcast mechanism is useful in multi-agent systems. Following
three types of communication schemes [29]
 Now- type messaging
 Future type messaging
 One way type messaging

2 .3 Cryptographic Mechanisms
The recent development of cryptographic techniques makes security in the
open environment possible. It provides methods to protect communication as well as
to identify communicating parties. In this section we will give an introduction to the
cryptography mechanisms used in mobile communication [25, 28].
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2.3.1 One-way Hash Function
The one-way hash function is a very important concept in modern
cryptography theory. “One-way” means it is easy to generate the code given
the message, but nearly impossible to generate the message give the code. A
hash function maps function maps an input of varying length into a fixed
length output. A one –way hash function maps an input of varying length into
a fixed length output. A one way hash function is like a fingerprint maker in
that no matter how big the original data might be, we can always produce a
unique and fixed size fingerprint. The fingerprint is unique, because given the
fingerprint and the message; it is infeasible to produce another message that
will produce the same fingerprint. MD5 (Message Digest algorithm 5) is a
well known cryptographic hash function with a 128- bit resulting hash value.
MD5 designed by Professor Ronald Rivest of MIT. The details are available
in RFC-1321 (Request for Comments) [25].

2.3.2 Public- key Cryptography
In Public-key algorithms we use two keys by one we encrypt and
second one is use for decryption these algorithms have the following
characteristic
 It is computationally infeasible to determine the decryption key given
only knowledge of the cryptographic algorithm and encryption key.
 A public key cryptography these are the steps
¾ Plaintext:- Plaintext is a readable data that will be encrypted.
¾ Encryption algorithm:- the encryption algorithms perform various
mathematical computations transformation on the plaintext. For
encrypt Plaintext.
¾ Public and private key:- with the help of these pair of key one of
them is use for encryption of data and other one is for decryption of
the data.
¾ Cipher-text:- this is the scramble message produced as output.
¾ Decryption algorithm:- this algorithm accepts the cipher-text and
the matching key and produce the original plaintext
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2.3.3 Digital Signature
Digital Signature is an authentication technique based on Public key
infrastructure. In this authentication method message sender attaches a unique
identification code which is called signature. The signature guarantees the
source and integrity of the message. Following are the requirements for a
digital signature [28].
 It must be a pattern that depends on message being signed.
 It must be easy to produce the digital signature.
 It must be easy to verify and recognize.

2.3.4 Kerberos
Kerberos is a network authentication protocol that provides individuals
communicating over an insecure network to prove their identity to one another
in a secure manner. Kerberos published and implements by Massachusetts
Institute of Technology (MIT) [25]. It design for client-server model and it
provides mutual authentication- both the user and the server verify each
other’s identity [28]. RFC 1510 is an excellent resource for understanding the
Kerberos protocol.
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Chapter 3
Used Technology

3.1 Aglet

Basic Elements of Aglets
An Aglet is platform which combines agent and applet applications.
The aglet model also supports the applet model. As discussed in [9, 10, 15, 16],
following are the basic elements of an aglets.

Aglet: -Aglet is defined to be an autonomous java object that has
mobility from one host to another host in a computer network
environment. In other words it run’s according to its own thread of
execution when it is arrived at a host. It also reacts to in coming
information as it is its ability.

Proxy: -. A proxy is used to protect aglet from open access. Location
transparency is a feature of proxy which hides location of the aglet
over the public network. A proxy is a strong representative which is
used to maintain data confidentiality in aglets

Context: The workplace of an aglet is context. It is responsible for the
management of aglets which are in running mode in a uniform
execution environment and it is secure the host from malicious aglets.
In computer networks each node is capable to provide functionality of
multiple servers and each server can configure multiple contexts.
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Contexts can be located over the network by their name which includes
context’s server address and context name.

Message: - The exchange of messages in aglet knows as object. It can
support two types of message passing - synchronous message passing
between aglets and asynchronous message passing between aglets.
Aglets can exchange information as a message passing in a loosely
coupled fashion.

Future reply: - Asynchronous message sending is used as a handler to
collect the results for future reply.

Identifier: - An aglet contains an identifier which is unique and
immutable throughout the life span of the aglets.

Fundamental operation of Aglets
Following are the fundamental operation of Aglets [29]

Creation: - The aglets are created in context. An identifier is allocated
to every new aglet; it is included and initialized in context. Aglets start
their execution after the initialization process.

Cloning: - The cloning is a method, by which an aglet generate
identical copy of the original aglet at the same context. The only
differences are that execution restarts in the new aglet and assign new
identifier. Note that execution threads are not cloned.

Dispatching: - with the help of dispatching, an aglet moves from one
context to another, it will remove from its source context and insert it
into the destination context, where aglet will restart execution
(execution threads do not migrate). We say that the aglet has been
“pushed” to its new context.
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Retraction: - The retraction of an aglet is like a pull mechanism, it
force the agent to migrate from its current context to its context from
which the retraction was requested.

Activation and deactivation: - The property of mobile agent is,
temporarily stop the execution of aglet and store its state in secondary
memory with the help of deactivation operation. For restore the aglet in
a context we use activation operation.

Disposal: - The termination process of an aglet will stop its active
execution and also eliminate it from the context.

Messaging: - Aglet are communicated with each other via Messages
passing to each other by notifying various operations like transmitting,
receiving, and handling synchronous and asynchronous message
management.

Context B

Context A

Dispose of

Dispatch
Aglet

Aglet
Retract

Activate
Create

Deactivate

Class
File

Disk
Storage

Figure 6
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3.2 JDK1.2
The JDK1.2 security architecture provides application verification and
location based access control management. This security architecture provides more
sophisticated methods to manage security. The access rights are specified by the
security policy. The security policy can specify its own set of access rights to each
signer and location combination. [21, 30].

3.3 JDBC (Java Database Connectivity)
The JDBC API is a Java API that used at server side to establish a
communication between java and database. With the help of JDBC API user can
execute SQL statements in java program, retrieve the fetched results and modify data
sources to update database
In java JDBC DriverManager object class is used to provide connection
between java application and JDBC driver. The DriverManager is very small in size
and simple to operate and its very important function in the JDBC architecture JDBC
provides these three programming activities [21]
 Connect with data source
 Perform queries and update statements
 Retrieve the result from the database in answer to our query

JDBC includes following components
 The JDBC API: -that provides access method in java by which we
access data from relation database management system. The JDBC
API can operate in distributed or heterogeneous environment by
connecting multiple data source. All API’s are either in java.sql or
javax.sql.package.
 JDBC Driver Manager:- JDBC Driver Manager is backbone of the
JDBC architecture by it we also connect with java application to JDBC
driver.
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JDBC –ODBC Bridge:- with the help of JDBC ODBC Bridge we
provide a platform on it JDBC access via ODBC drivers.

3.4 Oracle (Relational Database Management System)

A database is a collection of logically related information that is divided into
rows and columns (tabular manner) where each column represents the attribute and
rows are the logically related data of the object. Oracle is used at server to store data
of the customers and transactions. Oracle allows data to be stored and executed from
within the database. Oracle improves the following technical aspects:
Database

provides,

ease

of

management,

scalability,

security,

availability

and application areas: Internet content management, e-commerce integration,
packaged applications, Business Intelligence [22].
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Chapter 4
System Designing and Implementation
4.1 Design Criteria
Security measures for mobile agent
Many commercial and research tasks for Mobile Agent Security
architecture have been implemented and many are still under development.
The security issues in mobile agents are the challenging research areas and
also have attracted the attention of the many researchers and security
communities.

Problem
In malicious host problem any agent can transfer their processing on
the host and user cannot stop the host to protect it from malicious
accessibility. A simple example how malicious host can affect any
program such as a search agent has been sent out to find the contact
number of any person. An agent stores some initial information that is
required during the processing, such as name of the person and it is to
be sent out to find the contact number of that person. For that result,
the agent will have to visit every node and query their data base. A
malicious host can interfere by erasing all information collected by the
agent or it may provide a wrong number. Some other problems are also
with the agent based communication system like malicious agent that
also introduces problem in the mobile agent based communication
system. Malicious agent can affect the system in the same way as
mobile host and it is also a kind of virus that can crash the mobile host.
Some research papers are provides solution for these problems
the are as [9, 14]
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Contractual agreements:- Under this agreement the operators of
agent platform gives assurance by making a contractual agreements to
maintain their environment security, confidentiality, integrity and
privacy related to its processing data and computation.

Trusted hardware: - The trusted hardware can be implemented to
protect from malicious host. Trusted hardware is a tamper resistant
devices which installed with the host and make interaction with the
agent platform.

Encrypted payload:-

Asymmetric (public key) cryptography is

frequently used to implement security of a mobile agents, it also
generate results and transfer them to the agent’s owner. In this case no
need to hide encryption key secretly.

Environmental key generation: - An agent can hold encrypted code
or secret data with the help of Environmental key generation. The
decryption of an encrypted data is possible only when pre decided
environmental conditions are defined as a true.

All these are the proposed solution for the protecting our agent with malicious
host but they all are not very effective due to some of them are not possible to
implement for thin platform as in trusted hardware. Some of them increase the
network load if we use existing techniques and some of them are not so secure
like environmental key generation, Contractual agreements. So that we are
define new security model. In our model, we define a new encryption and
decryption technique that did not increase network load and security is
implemented for application layer so no need to changes in hardware and
network architecture
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4.2 Security Model

KDC
(Key Distribution Center)
Send Password
Request for
authentication password

Source
Mobile Platform

Send Password

Request of
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Migrate mobile agent

Destination
Mobile Platform

Come back

Check Security
Thread

Add Security
Thread
Application
Specific code

Run Application
Specific code

Figure 7

This is my proposed model. In this model we are trying to remove all security
problem of mobile agent detailed are as

4.2.1 Application Specific Code:First of all we create an application which implements the security
issues. In our application we created a mobile agent for finding contact
number of a given person with in a network.
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Figure 8

4.2.2 Add Security Thread:As we already discussed, our main objective is to protect mobile agent,
mobile platform so in this security thread first of all we use MD5 (Message
Digest 5) one way hash function. In java JDK1.1 introduced the notion of a
Cryptographic Service Provider or “provider” for short. This term refers to a
package (or a set of packages) that supply a concrete implementation of a
subset

of

the

cryptography

aspects

of

the

JDK

Security

API

(java.security.MessageDigest). With the help of MD5 we insure that our data
or code can not be interrupted (modify) by any Malicious Host or Malicious
Agent.
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In following figure, this is code file (mypro.java) which will encrypt
and then dispatch through mobile agent.

Figure 9

After the encryption of above file (mypro.java) is generate new file
(mypro.dec) which looks like as
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Figure 10

After that we use encryption technology, for that we created own
algorithms. This algorithm is derived by the system date. In my algorithms for
encryption and decryption keys are identical but it will change when date is
change. Basically we create two keys first for find out the block size of the
encrypting data and second key is by which we can change the data. Following
is the methods by which we generate these keys.

a) Mention our keys are date dependent so first of all we assume that current
date is 23.6.2007 and encryption key is generated by this way
=20*7+21*0+22*0+23*2+24*6+25*3+26*2
=469
Then we divide it by 20 and find out the reminder, if reminder is less
than 10 then we add 10 (because in my algorithm block size must be
between 10 to 20)
469%20 =9
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So we add 10 on it and this become 19.
So first block is 19 character and 2nd is 6 more than previous one.
So variable block sizes are 19,25,31,37 ………….

b) Then reverse the content of each block and calculate the encryption key by
the following methods
23.6.2007
2+3+6+2+0+0+7
=20 = 2+0
=2
i.e. ASCII code of each character of a first block is incremented by 2 and after
completion of every block our key is increment by 4. One think is also
important if our key is exceeding by 20 then we again start increment by
original key that is 2 in this example. Means in this case our key’s values are 2,
6, 10, 14, 18, 2, 6 …

4.2.3 Source Mobile Platform:In our thesis we can use Aglet for mobile agent communication and
our platform is Tahiti. Tahiti server is providing GUI (Graphical User
Interface) that is used as default user interface to the user. Tahiti presents a
main window with a menu bar a list of running agents and toolbar.
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Figure 11

On the mobile Platform, there is static mobile agent by which we add
Security thread in Dynamic mobile agent. So static mobile agent have
following tasks
 Find out authentication key for dynamic mobile agent
 Encrypt dynamic mobile agent (Algorithms describe above)
 Find out MD5 of Dynamic mobile agent
 Create a GUI platform by which dynamic mobile agents authenticate
each other and check that authentication.
 Migrate dynamic mobile agent to a given destination
 And last display result which will get by mobile agent.

4.2.4 KDC (Key Distribution Center):KDC is just like a central server that provides the authentication
passwords for all mobile agents. Key Distribution Center; generate nine
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characters (bytes) password that is distributed to all mobile agents, by using
public encryption (digital signature). When mobile agent move form one
platform to another platform both static and dynamic both agent will
authenticated by exchanging at password. Dynamic agent provide 1,3,5,7,9th
location character from that nine character and static mobile agent provides
2,4,6,8th location character form that nine character password. Because both
have that nine character password then both are able to check its validity.
Following is the algorithm by which we generate that nine byte password and
assume that current date is “23.6.2007".
 First of all we fetch each digit of date from left to right and out prime
no in sequence from 101and multiply it with digit of date so the
equation is like
101* 2 + 103*3 + 107*6 + 109*2 + 113*0 + 137*0 + 137*7
=202+309+642+218+0+0+959
=2330
Then find out sum of digit and if digit is more than 10 then
again find out sum of those digits. So
2+3+3+0 = 8
So first digit of that password is “8”.
 For finding the second character, each digit of date is subtract by 9
9-2 , 9 -3 , 9-6 , 9-2 , 9-0 , 9-0 ,9-7
=7, 6, 3,7,9,9,2
Then first to last (left to right) each is added by 0,10,20,30,40,50,60
and then add it and at last find out sum of sum
7+16+23+37+49+59+62
=253%26 = 9
By this remainder we find the 9th character is “J”

so this is 2nd

character of my password.
 In date find out difference between 1 digit by its next digit after that
find out sum of those numbers
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1+3+4+2+0+7 = 17
If sum is more than 10 then again find out sum of digit.
1+7=8
So third character of our password is “8”
 For 4th character of password we use following method
2n *date_digit (n)
Where n is 1 to 8 and date_digit (n) is 1st location of digit 2nd location
of digit ------nth location of digit
So.
21*2 + 22*3 + 23*6 + 24*2 + 25 *0+ 2 6 *0+ 27*7
=4+12+48+32+0+0+896
=992
Divide this number by 26 and find out the remainder and its equivalent
character
=992%26 => 4
Character of 4th location is “E”
So 4th character of password is “E”.
 For finding the 5th character of password we multiply each digit of date
by sequentially odd numbers and then add that numbers
3*2 + 5*3 + 7*6 + 9*2 + 11*0 + 13*0 + 15*7
=6+15+42+18+0+0+105
=186
After that divide this number by 26 and find-out remainder. Then
subtract that number by 26 and then finds its equivalent number.
186%26 = 4
26-4 = 22 its equivalent character is “W”
So the 5th character of password is “W”
 For finding 6th character of password simply concatenate date and year
and then after divide it by 23 and find outs its equivalent character
232007%23 = 6
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Its equivalent character is “G”
So 6th character of password is “G”
 For finding 7th character of the password, reverse date month and year
and sun it
32+6+7002
=7040
Then find out sum of the digits while it not less than 10
7+0+4+0 = 11
1+1 = 2
So 7th character of a password is “2”.
 For finding the 8th character of password, first of all find out the sum of
day month and year and then multiply them
2+3 *6 * 2+0+0+7
=6*6*9 = 324
Divide this number by 10 and find-out remainder
324%10 = 4
So the 8th character of the password is “4”.
 For finding the last character of the password, simply add first digit of
date by last digit of date, second digit of date by second last digit of
date and so on then multiply them
(2+7)* (3+0)* (6+0)* 2
=9*3*6*2
=324
Then reverse it. Divide it by 26 and find out the remainder
423%26 = 7
its equivalent character is “H”
so the 9th character of password is “H”

All these characters of password are stored in an array (8 J 8 E W G 2 4 H)
Finally this is a password which is provided by KDC.
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4.2.5 Destination Mobile Platform:This Mobile Platform is a destination for dynamic mobile agent when a
dynamic mobile agent arrive at Mobile Platform2, on this platform there is a
static mobile agent that have a program for checking the authentication of that
mobile agent and mobile agent also check the authentication of Mobile
platform2 by provided authentication (which is distributed by KDC) of static
mobile agent. Static mobile agents at mobile Platform2 also read security
thread of the mobile agent and check it is correct (which is distributed by KDC)
and then execute it.

4.2.6 Check Security Thread:Before the execution of the application, check security thread read
information about the mobile agent that is
 Decrypt dynamic mobile agent
 Find out the MD5 of the coming mobile agent and check this is same or
no.
 If yes then execute other wise ignore that mobile agent (dispose)

4.3 Testing
4.3.1 Encryption and Decryption Technique
In general encryption and decryption techniques are perform following
steps
 Take simple text (plaintext) which will be encrypted and divide
it in blocks
 Create any encryption technique (algorithms)
 Pass secret key (cipher-text) as input of the encryption
algorithm then it will generate encrypted information
 In decryption algorithms we pass secret key as input and then it
generate decrypted file which is same as simple file.
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Like RC5 encryption block of plaintext of length 32, 64, 128 bits into
blocks of cipher-text of the same length. [24]
But in our technique, no need for cipher-text because in mobile
communication band with is low and we tried to reduce network traffic load so
if we remove cipher-text then we reduce up to 50% of data load from network
because RC5 have same length for plaintext as well as cipher-text. So that, we
use dynamic blocking technique in our algorithm block size is calculated by
the help of system date. Detail of the algorithm is already discussed.

4.3.2 Authentication Password
As mention above when a mobile agent dispatch from one platform to
another platform we check that platform as well as agent both must be valid so
that we use nine byte an authentication password. Our model is more secure
and feasible because of following.
 Every mobile agent must have a nine byte an authentication password
and this password is generated by KDC. That password is dynamically
changed in every so each mobile agent must update his password every
day and once mobile agent obtain password then no need to find
password on that day. And this is secure because following are the
method by which cracking is possible [24, 26].
9 Dictionary attack:- a dictionary attack exploits the tendency of
people to choose weak password and usually this password is
related to themselves in some way like birth place, friend’s
name, automobile licenses number and so on. In this case
person creates a dictionary in that he stores all information and
the cracker crack password by this dictionary. So this technique
is not effective in this case.
9 Brute Force Attack: - in this technique cracker try every
possible password. A brute force attack will always be
successful since password will crack but in Brute Force
technique is slow means if we want to find out nine byte
password then it take more than 600 days (by testing) but our
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password will change in every day so that our password is also
secure by this attack.
We use Turbo ZIP Cracker for the testing first of all we
found the authentication password by above KDC algorithm
and this password is apply to ZIP file protection and trying to
crack it by Turbo ZIP Cracker
As shown in the figure-12 and table2 [24, 26] brute
force attack is also not feasible for cracking this password
9 in last technique is algorithm is public and weak encryption and
decryption technique are used then cracker can crake the
password but our algorithm is not public and KDC is
responsible to distribute password not algorithm.

Figure 12
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Size Number

(bits)

32

39

of Time required Time required
1 at

106

Alternative

at

keys

decryption /µs

decryptions/ µs

232 = 4.3*109

231 µs = 35.8

2.15
milliseconds

56

256=7.2*1016

255 µs = 1142 10.01 hours
years

128

2128=3.4*1038

2127

µs= 5.4*1018 years

5.4*1024 years
168

2168= 3.7*1050

2167

µs

= 5.9*1030 years

5.9*1036 years
26 Character 26! = 4 *1026

2*1026

permutation

6.4*1012 years

µs

= 6.4*106 years

Table 1
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
5.1 Contributions
In this thesis, we have proposed the framework of security architecture for
Mobile agent based communication, along with partial implementation of the system.
The design is quite general, so that it can be easily integrated into other mobile agent
systems. More over our focus is over an application-layer security for agent based
communication to provide end to end authentication and data confidentiality between
mobile agents.
We have suggested two- way authentication protocol to authenticate mobile
agents. This solution can be implemented in aglet (Java based technology) without
any changes in underlying protocols and mobile agent communication infrastructure.

5.2 Future Works
The security architecture which we have made is still partial in its
implementation with respect to programming i.e. code writing. It is due to the fact that
the security in mobile agent is too comprehensive and large to get complete in a
master’s thesis. As our thesis work is associated to security algorithms it is generally
based on the relevance of current system’s date, so it might have substantial
dependency on date. It would be the challenge of present time to put emphasis and
endeavor for completing this sophisticated task as well as to minimize the date
dependency.
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Appendix A
Aglet Source Development kit
In this thesis we use Aglet’s Source Development kit 2.0.2 for Mobile Agent System.
This is open source. Few details about the aglet technology are presented here
including how to install Aglet’s, how to run the Tahiti Server.
Aglet’s Software Development Kit was originally created by IBM Tokyo
Research

Laboratory.

This

is

a

open-source

so

it

is

available

at

“http://sourceforge.net/projects/aglets/” detailed about installation process given in the
user manual which is also available in same location [18].

To install the ASDK there are following steps
1)

We need Java 2 Run-time Environment (JRE), even if it recommended
installing the full Java 2 Source Development Kit (J2SDK) which allows
compiling agents in Aglets platform.

2)

After downloading the Aglet’s we found aglets-2.0.2.jar file.

3)

Decompress the aglets-2.0.2.jar file by the jar xvf aglets-2.0.2.jar command.

4)

Once decompress that file we get set of sub directories like bin ,cnf, public lib,
and some file like README and INSTALL.

5)

After the move bin folder and run ant.bat batch file. This batch file generates a
agletsd.bat file

6)

Then modify the path environment variable and create some new environment
variable

AGLETS_HOME = c:\aglets
AGLETS_PATH = %AGLETS_HOME%
PATH=%PATH%;\%AGLETS_HOME%\bin
Classpath=%classpath%;c:\aglets\lib\aglets-2.0.2.jar
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7)

Then run agletsd.bat batch file for loading the Tahiti Server

8)

And at last come following screen in which you provide user name and
password by default user name is anonymous and password is aglets if you
change the password and it is necessary, the length of password must be 6
characters long.

Figure 13
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Appendix B
Existing Mobile Agent Systems

System

Organization

URL

Aglet

IBM

http://www.trl.ibm.com/aglets/

AgentSpace

INESC

http://berlin.inesc.pt/agentspace/main-eng.html

Ajanta

Univ. of Minnesota

http://www.cs.umn.edu/Ajanta/

Ara

Univ. of Kaiserslautern http://wwwagss.informatik.unikl.de/Projekte/Ara/index_e.html

Concordia

Mitsubishi

http://www.merl.com/projects/concordia/WWW/i
ndex.html

D’Agent

Dartmouth College

http://agent.cs.dartmouth.edu/

JATLite

Stanford Univ.

ftp://java.stanford.edu/JATLite/

Jumping Beans

Aramira Co.

http://www.jumpingbeans.com/

MESSENGERS UC Irvine

http://www.ics.uci.edu/~bic/messengers/

MOLE

Uni. Of Stuttgart

http://mole.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de/?N=D

OAA

SRI International Inc.

http://www.ai.sri.com/~oaa/

SOMA

Univ. Of Bologna

http://www-lia.deis.unibo.it/Research/SOMA/

TACOMA

Cornell Univ.

http://www.tacoma.cs.uit.no/

Voyager

ObjectSpace Inc

http://www.objectspace.com/products/voyager

WAVE

Univ. Of Surry

http://www-zorn.ira.uka.de/wave/
Table 2
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Appendix C
Abbreviations

MC- FA Model

Mobile Client – Fixed Server Model

MC- FA-FS Model

Mobile Client – Fixed Agent – Fixed Server Model

MCA-FSA Model

Mobile Clients with Agent- Fixed Server with Agent

P-P Model

Peer – Peer Model

MC-MA-FS Model

Mobile Client – Mobile Agent – Fixed Server Model

RPC

Remote Procedure Call

MAC

Message Authentication Code

IBM

International business machine

MASIF

Mobile Agent System Interoperability Facility

CORBA

Common Object Request Broker Architecture

OMG

Object Management Group’s

MD5

Message Digest algorithm 5

RFC

Request for Comments

MIT

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

JDBC

Java Database Connectivity

JDK

Java Development Kit

API

Application Program Interface

JNDI

Java Naming and Directory Interface

RDBMS

Relational Database Management System

KDC

Key Distribution Center
Table 3
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